We Really Do Care: #StopKavanaugh to
Protect the ACA, People with Pre-Existing
Conditions and People with Disabilities
PROMOTIONAL TWEETS | SAMPLE TWEETS | SHAREABLE IMAGES

Senate confirmation of Judge Brett Kavanaugh would be a tremendous and enduring
setback for women, and for all of us who care about protecting women’s health and
rights. President Trump chose Judge Kavanaugh because of his opposition to Roe v.
Wade and his willingness to gut or eliminate the Affordable Care Act, which would leave
millions more people uninsured and would destroy critical protections, such as requiring
coverage for pre-existing conditions and maternity care.
On Tuesday, August 21, join the national #PreExAtStake day of action and tweet
storm to call on the Senate to reject Brett Kavanaugh and protect the health care
of millions of people. Take a photo, tweet at your senators, join the tweet storm and
make your voice heard! Contact Tucker Ball at tball@nationalpartnership.org with any
questions.
TWEET STORM
Tuesday, August 21, 2:00 – 3:00 p.m. ET
Hashtags: #PreExAtStake, #StopKavanaugh
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PROMOTIONAL TWEETS

 Kavanaugh is a threat to Medicaid and the ACA, making it impossible for people w/

disabilities and pre-existing conditions to get affordable insurance. But we won’t let
it get that far. Join the #PreExAtStake tweet storm at 2 p.m. ET on 8/21.
#StopKavanaugh

 Kavanaugh’s confirmation to the SCOTUS would be a tremendous setback for

women, our health and rights. Join the #PreExAtStake tweet storm at 2 p.m. on
August 21 to make your voice heard and #stopKavanaugh!
SAMPLE TWEETS

 Kavanaugh openly criticized Chief Justice Roberts for voting to uphold the

Affordable Care Act and, from the bench, repeatedly voiced his opposition. It’s no
secret Judge Kavanaugh is a threat to the ACA and people with pre-existing
conditions. #PreExAtStake #StopKavanaugh
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 Kavanaugh is a threat to Medicaid and the Affordable Care Act and make it

impossible for people with pre-existing conditions to get affordable health
insurance. He would threaten our access to health care. #PreExAtStake
#StopKavanaugh

 Millions of people with disabilities rely on the ACA for access to critical health care.

Without it, insurers could deny lifesaving coverage to people with pre-existing
conditions. We won't let that happen. #PreExAtStake #StopKavanaugh

 If Kavanaugh is confirmed women could:

⚠ Lose #ACA protections of coverage for pre-existing condition.
⚠ Pay more than men for the same coverage.
⚠ Lose coverage if the ACA is gutted.
#PreExAtStake #StopKavanaugh

 The ACA made it illegal for insurers to refuse to cover maternity care. With

Kavanaugh on the Supreme Court, it could happen again. A vote for Brett
Kavanaugh is a direct threat to the health and well-being of America’s women and
families. #PreExAtStake #StopKavanaugh

 More than 67M women and girls in the United States have pre-existing conditions.

Thankfully, the ACA made it illegal to deny us coverage. But Kavanaugh could
again make being a woman a pre-existing condition. Our health and well-being is
at stake. #PreExAtStake #StopKavanaugh

 Disability rights are human rights. And when access to health care is threatened,

the lives of people with disabilities are threatened. Together, we must
#stopKavanaugh! #PreExAtStake

 The Affordable Care Act made it illegal to deny women coverage because they are

sick or have pre-existing conditions including having had breast cancer or a Csection. If confirmed, Kavanaugh could take us backwards. #PreExAtStake
#StopKavanaugh

 We won’t go back to the time when being a woman was a pre-existing condition.

#StopKavanaugh #PreExAtStake

 On 9/10, a federal district court in Texas will hear a challenge to #ACA protections

against charging more or denying coverage to people with pre-existing conditions.
If the case goes to SCOTUS, Kavanaugh could tip the balance to gut the ACA.
#PreExAtStake #StopKavanaugh

 67M women w/ pre-existing conditions could lose affordable coverage if the

Senate confirms Kavanaugh and SCOTUS considers the TX case challenging the
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ACA. Kavanaugh would shift the balance on the court for the powerful and against
the people. #PreExAtStake #StopKavanaugh

SHAREABLE IMAGES

Download the gif and shareable images here.
 If the Senate confirms Brett Kavanaugh, millions of people with pre-existing

conditions could lose their health coverage. The health and well-being of millions
of us are at stake. #PreExAtStake #StopKavanaugh

 A vote to confirm Kavanaugh is a vote to take away the Affordable Care Act and

deny health coverage for millions to us. We must do all we can to
#stopKavanaugh! #PreExAtStake
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Download the sign and gif here.
 If Brett Kavanaugh is confirmed to SCOTUS, millions of people dealing with pre-

existing conditions could be denied health coverage. It’s unfair, unjust and
unacceptable. We must #stopKavanaugh! #PreExAtStake

 A vote to confirm Kavanaugh is a vote to gut the Affordable Care Act and deny

health coverage for millions of us living with pre-existing conditions and
disabilities. Brett Kavanaugh will not defend your health care. #PreExAtStake
#StopKavanaugh
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